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Knot Now!
The Official Newsletter of the Worshipful Company of Narrowworkers of the East Kingdom

 Issue VII       Pennsic XXXV, AS XLI

Letter from the GuildmistressLetter from the GuildmistressLetter from the GuildmistressLetter from the GuildmistressLetter from the Guildmistress

Greetings String Nuts!

Another Pennsic War is here at last!  And I hope

this year’s Pennsic University will have lots of

narrowwork classes!  After all, there is so much to

learn.

I am pleased to introduce Rosina von

Schaffhausen, who has volunteered to become my

Deputy at the last Hrim Schola.  I am sure she will

do an excellent job and, with two of us on the job,

we will be able to have a lot more gatherings at

events.  If you know of an event where we can

meet to chat and play with string, please drop me a

line at angharadoftherose@yahoo.com. Also, the

Guild still has silk available for sale!  It’s 60/2 silk

and we have it in all seven heraldic colors.  The cost

is $1 for 1,000 yards.  If you’re interested, you can

get more information from me, so feel free to email

at the above address.

I hope everyone has a wonderful War and gets lots

of opportunities to play with and learn more about

string!

In Service,

Angharad

Greetings to the Guild!

Here we are, another Pennsic Issue. I would like

to offer a great big “Thank You!” to everyone who

contributed to this issue. Knot Now would not

exist without the talents of the Guild's members

and their willingness to share that knowledge with

others.

At the last Hrim-Schola, I suggested it would be

helpful to have a deputy chronicler to seek out

articles and be a backup for Knot Now, given that

my lady wife and I are due to have our next child in

the coming few weeks. While I hope to continue to

keep up with the newsletter, I do not know if I will

have the ability to keep these pages coming with an

infant and a toddler to help care for.  The time

commitment is not great; the rewards, however, are.

Please send all interests and inquiries to myself at

knot_now@earthlink.net, or to the Guildmistress,

angharadoftherose@yahoo.com.

Yours in service,

gauen

Letter from the ChroniclerLetter from the ChroniclerLetter from the ChroniclerLetter from the ChroniclerLetter from the Chronicler

Send your submissions for Knot Now to knot_now@earthlink.net or call with

ideas to 860-437-3302 (before 9 pm please). Deadline for submissions for

Issue VIII, Hrim-Schola edition, is JANUARY 31, 2007.
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Knot so Fast: Knots, Bends, Hitches and LoopsKnot so Fast: Knots, Bends, Hitches and LoopsKnot so Fast: Knots, Bends, Hitches and LoopsKnot so Fast: Knots, Bends, Hitches and LoopsKnot so Fast: Knots, Bends, Hitches and Loops
A one-hour class on things knottyA one-hour class on things knottyA one-hour class on things knottyA one-hour class on things knottyA one-hour class on things knotty

By Halima al-Rakkasa (Linda J. Doerksen)

rope; create a bight on the end section, twist around

fully once, and feed end through the loop

oysterman’s knot - to create a larger, more

decorative stopper knot; good for drawstring ends;

create a slip knot around the standing part, bring the

end around the collar, and pull the end through the

noose formed by the slip knot, and pull the standing

part to tighten

Bends - only use when the strain on the standing

parts are equal

square/reef knot - tie two equal sized lines

together; gets “reef” from its function in reducing

sail size; easily untied by pulling one end to

straighten that line, allowing the other to slide off;

right end over left and under, then left end over right

and under, and tighten evenly

sheet bend - tie two equally- or unequally-sized

lines together, the thinner wrapping the thicker;

used to make nets; more secure than the reef knot;

create a bight with the heavier rope, and feed the

thinner end up through bight, around the two ends

of the bight and under itself, and tighten evenly

Hitches

round turn and two half hitches - to tie to a

mooring ring/pole; wrap end around post com-

pletely, and hitch twice on standing part

clove hitch - to tie to an object; basic hitch for other

uses; “writing” method: write 2 e’s, lay 2nd over

1st, and put double loop over post; “wrapping”

method: holding standing part, run end over post,

run end over post again crossing over the first wrap,

feed end under the crossing wrap and tighten

Loops

bowline - to tie a line to a clew, or other instance

where a tight loop is not required; related to the

sheet bend; create an overlapping loop a little way

up the standing part so that the running end is across

the “front”, then feed the end up through the loop,

around the standing part, and back down the loop

Shipboard knots have uses anywhere. This short

course will give you the basics of useful knot-tying

including possible uses other than those nautical. We

will cover two knots, two bends, two hitches, and two

loops. If there is time, we will add some others useful

and purpose-focused.

You may use almost anything string-like to knot, but

some materials are better than others. Least favorable

for a trust-worthy knot is nylon; it stretches, gets

brittle when exposed to light, and is slippery.

Polyester (Terylene) is strong, stretches much less,

and tends to tie more securely with less likelihood of

jamming. Keep your purpose in mind when purchas-

ing your knotting materials, as not all are created

equal. A stranded line is better tied with attention paid

to the lay, whereas a braided line needs no such care.

An ideal knot will be suited for its purpose, will not

jam without your intention, and will release as

needed.

Knotty Terms

(bitter/running) end: the active end of a line

bight: a mid-way loop of a line that does not cross

itself

standing part: the inactive end/part of a line

line: ropes aboard ships, except for these on a

square-rigger: foot ropes, yard ropes, bell

rope, bucket ropes, bolt ropes, back ropes, top

ropes, man ropes

sheet: line that controls the lower corner of a sail

(boom or clew)

knot: ties to itself

bend: tie two lines together; to tie, to make fast

hitch: tie to an object

loop: tie loosely around an object and back to itself;

an oval that is formed when a line crosses

over itself

Knot Easy

Knots

figure 8 stopper knot - to prevent the bitter end from

running through a block; to add handholds to a rescue
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parallel to the upward run; the functioning loop is

below the knot. (Rabbit hole in front of tree; rabbit

runs up out of the hole, around the tree, and back

down the hole.)

lineman’s/butterfly - to create stable loops along

the standing part of a line; used for temporary rope

ladder, for clothes line without sliding; pull a bight,

twist fully once (forms 2 eyes), drop bight behind

and around to front, feeding bight through the

second loop/eye of the bight; tighten carefully

References
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An Early (Nearly) Threaded-In Tablet Weaving PatternAn Early (Nearly) Threaded-In Tablet Weaving PatternAn Early (Nearly) Threaded-In Tablet Weaving PatternAn Early (Nearly) Threaded-In Tablet Weaving PatternAn Early (Nearly) Threaded-In Tablet Weaving Pattern
By Phiala O’Ceallaigh (Sarah Goslee)  http://www.stringpage.com

The Hallstatt region, now in Austria, was the home

to seven thousand years of salt mining. The mining

operations ended about 600 BCE, putting them well

before the SCA period, but the site is nonetheless

the source of a wealth of information about Bronze

Age and Early Iron Age life and culture. Deposition

in the salt of the mines acted to preserve a wide

range of artifacts of types usually lost to decomposi-

tion after burial in the earth. The textiles are

especially well preserved, and encompass a wide

range of types. The proceedings of the first

conference on the Hallstatt textiles was published in

2005. This volume contains articles in German or

English on the textiles themselves, including an

analysis of dyestuffs and a section on experimental

archaeology of the tools and techniques that may

have been used. The third and final section

compares the Hallstatt textile finds to those from

surrounding regions.

The early Celts were highly accomplished tablet

weavers, and the bands found at Hallstatt are no

exception. Three were analyzed in detail by Karina

Grömer. These bands date from the 8-4th c. BCE.

The first one is a 3/1 broken twill band of wool with

simple patterns. The 21 tablets were all threaded

with z-spun woollen yarn: two holes with light olive

green, and two holes with dark olive green.

Horsehair was used for the weft. The width was 1.3

cm. Interestingly, one selvage was of 4 tablets,

while the other side used only two. The second band

was similar to the first, being a 3/1 twill with 13

tablets. The weft was dark brown wool, and the

width was 0.9 cm. The selvage was one tablet on

each side.

The third band is one of the closest I have seen to

the elusive threaded-in pattern. It used 12 tablets,

warped with three colors of wool, and had a

blackish wool weft. The selvage was asymmetrical,

with one black-threaded tablet bordering the pattern

area on each side, and an extra pair of tablets

threaded with green on one outer edge only.

Unfortunately the color plate of this band was not

clear enough for me to be able to conduct my own

analysis of the structure of the band. The author

presented her analysis, which I have adapted and

shown here. This is a simple but nice-looking band,

and would make an excellent beginner project, or

teaching tool.

Threading

1. Selvage, Z-threaded, all black.

2. S-threaded, alternating yellow and green. Yellow

in the top hole nearest the weaver.

3. S-threaded, alternating yellow and green. Green

in the top hole nearest the weaver.

4. S-threaded, alternating yellow and black. Yellow

in the top hole nearest the weaver.

5. S-threaded, alternating yellow and black. Black in

the top hole nearest the weaver.

6. Z-threaded, alternating yellow and black. Black

in the top hole nearest the weaver.

7. Z-threaded, alternating yellow and black. Yellow

in the top hole nearest the weaver.

(continued, bottom p. 5)
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8. Z-threaded, alternating yellow and green. Green

in the top hole nearest the weaver.

9. Z-threaded, alternating yellow and green. Yellow

in the top hole nearest the weaver.

1. Selvage, Z-threaded, all black.

1. Selvage, S-threaded, all green.

1. Selvage, Z-threaded, all green.

Weaving

The shaded squares on the pattern denote tablets

that are turned forward. The pattern starts from the

bottom.

1-3. Turn all tablets forward.

4-5. Turn 1-3, 8-12 forward and 4-7 backward.

6-7. Turn 1, 4-7, 10-12 forward and 2-3, 8-9

backward.

8-10. Turn 1, 10-12 forward and 2-9 backward.

Repeat.

Reference

Grömer, Karina. “Tablet-woven Ribbons from the

prehistoric Salt-mines at Hallstatt, Austria –

results of some experiments,” pp. 81-90 in

Bichler, Peter, Karina Grömer, Regina

Hofmann-de Keijzer, Anton Kern and Hans

Reschreiter (eds). Hallstatt Textiles.

Technical Analysis, Scientific Investigation

and Experiment on Iron Age Textiles.

Oxford: BAR International Series 1351,

Archaeopress, 2005. (ISBN 1 84171 697 9)

The author also has a website with more informa-

tion on tablet weaving: http://members.aon.at/

textile-techniken. It is in German, but look for

words containing “brettchenweb.”

(Early Threaded-In Pattern, continued from p. 4)

Pros and Cons of Fingerloop Braiding MaterialsPros and Cons of Fingerloop Braiding MaterialsPros and Cons of Fingerloop Braiding MaterialsPros and Cons of Fingerloop Braiding MaterialsPros and Cons of Fingerloop Braiding Materials
By Lady Angharad Rhos ferch Rhain (Allison Sarnoff)

When one sits down to learn how to fingerloop

braid, the options for materials can be overwhelm-

ing.  Silk?  Wool?  Cotton?  Fishing Line?  What

should you use?  What is the difference?  While all

of these choices (well, perhaps not fishing line) can

be used, there are benefits and drawbacks to each.

Cotton

Most people start fingerlooping with cotton, either

DMC embroidery floss or perle cotton.  It is a nice,

smooth material, so you will not have any problems

keeping an even tension.  It is also inexpensive,

which is a positive, especially for a beginner, and it

is easily purchased in all kinds of craft shops.

Another plus is the number of colors available, so if

you are making lacing for garb, you will not have

any problems finding a matching or contrasting

color.

Plied embroidery floss, however, can easily become

an unplied mess as you go through the motions of

braiding.  There are also no extant pieces of cotton

fingerloop braiding from period, so its appropriate-

ness for a documented, competition-level piece is

somewhat questionable.  Since the sheen of cotton

differs significantly from that of silk, if you do

choose to enter a cotton fingerloop braid into a

competition or display, be sure to note your reasons

for the substitution in your documentation.

Wool

As a fiber, wool has many things to recommend it.

It is warm, even when wet, it is fluffy and has lots

of texture, and it has stretch to it, unlike cotton or

silk.  Unfortunately, you generally do not wear wool

fingerloop braids for warmth.  (If you do, you will

need LOTS of braids.)  Also, the fuzziness of wool

can make keeping an even tension difficult, since

the fibers tend to stick to each other as you draw the

loops through.  And wool has the same documenta-

tion problem as cotton.

Still, it is possible to fingerloop with wool.  I made

a set of fingerlooped garters with sport weight wool.

(continued, p. 8)
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At Hrim-Schola IX, AS XXXIX, the Worshipful

Company of Narrowworkers of the East Kingdom

received their charter. The charter itself features a

variety of seal tags in different styles of

narrowwork. (See Knot Now, Issue V.) The graphics

displayed here are the patterns I designed for my

contribution to that project; the fourth design, a

dragon, was taken from the patterns of Mistress

Rowena of Jorvik (Virginia Corman). The technique

used was 3/1 Broken Twill.

A forward slash (/) means to turn that tablet for-

ward, or away from you the way a bicycle wheel

would turn. A back slash (\) means to turn the tablet

backwards, or opposite the way a bicycle wheel

would turn. The outlines of the patterns (horizontal

and vertical lines, rather than diagonals) are not

important to the pattern -- they dilineate where the

color changes are so you can see what you are

supposed to get as you weave.

To set up any of these patterns, all of the tablets

should be S-threaded. Initial setup for each pattern

is as follows, with x representing background color

and o representing foreground color, looking at the

pack of tablets from the above. Follow the pattern

from bottom to top.*

Oak: oxxxoxxxoxxxoxxxoxxxoxxxox

xxoxxxoxxxoxxxoxxxoxxxoxxx

Tiger: oxxxoxxxoxxxoxxxoxxxoxxxox

xxoxxxoxxxxxxxoxxxoxxxoxxx

Skein: xxoxxxoxxxoxxxoxxxoxxxoxxx

oxxxoxxxoxxxoxxxoxxxoxxxox

* The x/o pattern description comes from the notes

of Lady Mirabel Belchere (Elizabeth Wilson-

Sterling), 2002.

(All patterns copyright 2005 by Mark Rosenthal. Permission to

reproduce patterns is granted provided that copyright

information is retained.)

Pattern Designs for Tablet Woven Seal TagsPattern Designs for Tablet Woven Seal TagsPattern Designs for Tablet Woven Seal TagsPattern Designs for Tablet Woven Seal TagsPattern Designs for Tablet Woven Seal Tags
As Seen in the Guild CharterAs Seen in the Guild CharterAs Seen in the Guild CharterAs Seen in the Guild CharterAs Seen in the Guild Charter

By Lord gauen wydefare (Mark Rosenthal)
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The heavier weight of material made the braid large

enough to function as a garter.  The extra stretch of

the wool ensures that I do not cut off the circulation

to my legs.  Plus, the fuzziness of the garter

combined with the fuzzy wool stockings helps keep

everything where it should be.  Fingerloop braiding

with wool is not for the faint of heart, but it is

possible.

Silk

Aah, silk!  The Queen of Fibers!  The material that

is perfect for fingerloop braiding.  The examples of

extant fingerloop braids available in Textiles and

Clothing are all made of silk and once you try

fingerlooping with silk, you will understand why.

The smooth silk makes the braiding process very

easy.  The sheen of silk makes the finished product

look fabulous.  Silk is available in lots of weights

and colors, so the patterning options are more or

less unlimited.  Plus, silk is very strong, so the

finished braids can take quite a bit of pressure.

Cons, you ask?  Well, silk is more expensive than

cotton for one thing, but if you shop wisely, the

price difference is not that substantial and I, for one,

feel that the cost is worth it.  Other cons?  Silk

thread can be difficult to find.  Your best bet is to go

on the internet and start digging into some of the

nicer embroidery shops.

I hope this brief review of some of the material

options for fingerloop braiding has been helpful.

Alas, I have not yet experimented with fishing line,

so I cannot detail its pros and cons.  Sounds like a

good research project, doesn’t it?

For More Information

Crowfoot, Elisabeth, Frances Pritchard and Kay

Staniland.  Textiles and Clothing:1150-1450:

Medieval Finds from Excavations in

London: 4.  London: The Boydell Press,

2001.

Swales, Lois and Zoe Kuhn.  “Fingerloop Braids.”

The Compleat Anachronist #108.  The

Society for Creative Anachronism, 2000.

(Fingerloop Braiding Materials, continued from p. 5)
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